
Hampshire College 
Spring 2020 English Courses 

 

CSI 276 Writing About the Outdoors (200+ English elective) 
WedFri 10:30-11:50 Instructor: William Ryan 
This seminar will explore approaches to writing about people in the outdoors - as 
they live, die, love, work, play, transform nature, or simply contemplate the 
world. We will read and study a number of genres including traditional nature 
writing, historical accounts, creative nonfiction, fiction, and academic analyses. 
These readings will serve both as models of good writing and as introductions to 
the rich discourse about people in the outdoors. There will be regular writing 
assignments, including portraits, analysis of primary historical materials, literary 
journalism, advocacy, and creative expression. Students will be expected to 
contribute to class discussion and group critique in an informed and 
constructive manner.  Permission is required for interchange registration during 
the add/drop period only. 

HACU 193 Ancient Ireland (Anglophone or 200+ English elective) 
TuTh 2:30-3:50 Instructor: Robert Meghan 
An introduction to the archaeology, myth, history, art, literature, and religion of 
ancient Ireland: 4000 BCE to 1200 CE, from the earliest megalithic monuments to 
the Norman conquest. Consideration will be given, then, to these distinct 
periods: Pre-Celtic (Neolithic and Bronze Ages--4000 BCE-700 BCE); Pre-Christian 
Celtic (Late Bronze & Iron Ages--700 BCE-400 CE); and Early Christian Celtic (Irish 
Golden Ages and Medieval--700-1200 CE). The emphasis throughout will be on 
the study of primary material, whether artifacts or documents. Readings will 
include: selections from the Mythological, Ulster, and Finn Cycles; The Voyage of 
St. Brendan; The History and Topography of Ireland by Giraldus Cambrensis; the 
writings of Patrick; and selections from early Irish hagiography.  Permission is 
required for interchange registration during the add/drop period only. 

HACU 247 Deviant Bodies (200+ English elective) 
TuTh 10:30-11:50 Instructor: Prof. Loza 
Since its founding, the US has closely regulated the bodies of Others and 
punished those that rebel against these socially-constructed designations. 
Utilizing an interdisciplinary amalgam of Critical Race Theory, Sexuality Studies, 
Queer Theory, Media Studies, Sociology, American Studies, Performance Studies, 
and Feminist Theory, this course will explore how the state, the media, and 
civilian institutions police the boundaries of race, gender, and sexuality by 
pathologizing, criminalizing, and stigmatizing difference. We will also examine 



how the subjects burdened with these dangerous inscriptions evade and 
contest them through passing, performativity, and other forms of identity-based 
resistance. Special attention will be paid to the criminalization of cross-racial 
and same sex desire; the re-biologization of racial and sexual difference; the 
dehumanization of immigrants; the racialization of crime; the gendering of 
mental disorder; the rise of homonormativity; genetic surveillance; the biopolitics 
of reproduction; and the role of The Law in constructing and controlling deviant 
bodies.  Permission is required for interchange registration during the add/drop 
period only. 

HACU 255 Research and Creative Practice (200+ English elective) 
Thurs 9:00-11:50 and Thurs 6:00-8:00 PM Instructor: Hope Tucker 
This course provides an opportunity for students to discover what research 
practice can look like for those working in film, photography, video, installation, 
and related and interdisciplinary new and old media forms. By looking within 
texts by artists, filmmakers, photographers, performers, poets, and journalists, 
such as Joan Beifuss, Duncan Campbell, Tacita Dean, Sharon Greytak, Naomi 
Kawase, Spike Lee, Mary Ellen Mark, Mike Nichols, Mika Rottenberg, Doris 
Salcedo, Chick Strand, Camilo Jose Vergara, Travis Wilkerson, Peter Watkins, and 
Kevin Jerome Everson, the class will examine research-based approaches to 
developing, creating and realizing new works. Readings, screenings, creative 
exercises, library workshops and artist talks which address conceptual 
approaches, working methods, and a range of research strategies will allow 
students to deepen their research skills as they develop and manage projects of 
their own. Each student is required to present their work in various stages 
throughout the semester. The members of the class will provide critical, technical 
and production support for one another. Active verbal contributions to all 
sessions are required of each student under the guiding principle that tracking 
each other's intellectual and creative process will help each person develop 
their respective project. This course provides a structured context in which to do 
research intensive work at the Division II level. Enrolled students and top 5 waitlist 
students who DO NOT attend the first class session risk losing their place on the 
class roster. This course has unspecified prerequisite(s) - please see the instructor. 
Permission is required for interchange registration during the add/drop period 
only. 

HACU 276 Moveable Artists Books Studio (200+ English elective) 
Thurs 1:00-3:50 Instructor: Andrea Dezso 
Learn to make books that pop up, transform, unfold, expand, books that 
become theaters, movable structures or interactive experiences: movable 
books. Treat form and content as an interdependent whole as you create your 



own movable artists books in this hands-on, labor-intensive class. Research into 
historic and contemporary examples of paper engineering and movable books 
will inform our inquiry. If you have an interest in art, books, visual storytelling, or 
paper engineering and love to make things with your hands, this is a class for 
you.  Independent Work Lab fee: $50. Prerequisite: At least one successfully 
completed college-level art or design class.  

IA 162 The Short Novel (200+ English elective) 
TuTh 2:30-3:50 Instructor: Alejandro Cuellar 
The short novel is a unique form. It has all of the elements of pace found in a 
short story without the constraints of time and scope, and remains sufficiently 
expansive to allow for the presence of a broader-length narrative. In this course 
we will explore the parameters of various short novels--their structure, focus, 
intent, and scope--by trying to read them as writers would. We will discuss the 
choices of writers such as Morrison, Rhys, Baldwin, Moore, and Ferrante with 
respect to the above criteria--and attempt to determine the efficacy of the 
short novel as form. Students will write short responses to each reading, as well as 
three larger (3-5 page) papers. The overall aim of the course is to be a better 
writer by being a better reader.  Permission is required for interchange 
registration during the add/drop period only. 

IA 252 Poetry and Curiosity (200+ English elective) 
TuTh 2:30-3:50  Instructor: Amy Dryansky 
Poetry is an act of discovery. We write to discover what we don't know or 
understand about ourselves and the world around us. To make these discoveries 
we must pay attention: practice close observation, question our assumptions, 
and test our truths. In this way, poetry is a kind of research, and not so different 
than other fields. In this class, we'll look at poems that have curiosity and 
research at their score: scientific, historic, cultural and social. We'll develop our 
abilities as researchers and writers through on-site exercises, the cultivation of a 
writer's notebook, close readings and regular writing practice. We'll look at 
books by Elizabeth Bradfield, Camille Dungy, Terrance Hayes, Tyehimba Jess, 
Layli Longsoldier, Mary Peelen, Solmaz Sharif, Javier Zamora and others, and 
make our own curious poem collections. No prerequisites, but participants must 
be willing to read deeply, write regularly, and engage in class discussions with 
energetic curiosity and take occasional field trips (mostly on-campus).  
Permission is required for interchange registration during the add/drop period 
only. 

IA 262 Longform Prose (200+ English elective)(creative writing specialization) 
Mon 4:00-6:50  Instructor: Alejandro Cuellar 
In this course, we will look closely at the structure of longform prose, including 



non-fiction as well as fiction. We will read longform essays, a short story 
collection, and a novel, and we will consider how each is organized by paying 
close attention to how the craft of each serves the content, and vice versa. We 
will then read and workshop short stories, longform non-fiction, and novel 
excerpts by your peers, paying attention to craft in the service of content, and 
how all of that affects the reader's understanding of the piece. You will submit 
two pieces for workshop, and write one 3-5 page analytical essay that engages 
with the published material. Published works from Ta-Nehisi Coates, Lauren Groff, 
and Javier Marias may be included. This is an intermediate creative writing 
workshop and is ideal for rising Division III students. Permission is required for 
interchange registration during the add/drop period only. 

IA 310 Out of Now: Advance Writing Workshop (300+ English elective)(creative 
writing specialization) 
Mon 2:30-5:20 Instructor: Thuy Le 
In this workshop, participants will be encouraged to identify the questions and 
concerns that drive their creative work, consider approaches that may help to 
broaden the scope of their questions, and then center their writing around 
thematic elements that feel most urgent to explore. A willingness to take risks in 
one's work--a desire to make something new out of now--is crucial. 

Linked Course: Multiple required components--lab and/or discussion section. To 
register, submit requests for all components simultaneously. 

Linked Course Comments: This course has unspecified prerequisite(s) - please 
see the instructor. 

Instructor Permission: Permission is required for interchange registration during all 
registration periods. 

 

 


